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Prologue

Once upon a time, there was a tiny planet, around a yellow star – you know the one. On that planet were billions of people, some of 
whom were very clever and good, and some of whom were wicked and, sadly, also clever.

One day, in the age when the wicked people had declared a terrible war upon each other and threatened all the living things on the 
planet, the clever good people made something wonderful happen. They created a thinking machine that could see into the future. From 
the future this machine brought knowledge, and with that knowledge the good and clever people of the planet escaped the terrible things 
that the wicked people had done, and left them behind.

Far across the sky the machine spread them, into the depths of the clouded distances, star to cluster to galaxy and farther, to planets 
where people could live with ease. Each group of people that had left the tiny planet tried to build their lives as best they could, with the 
tiny amounts they had brought with them across the stars. Some were successful. Some were not. 

The future-seeing machines had not come with the people. This was a time of silence, when each planet grew and prospered or failed 
alone. Many planets had clever people who discovered wonderful things, even how to travel across the stars as their ancestors had been 
flung, but none knew where the other people were. So many hundreds of seeds had been sown across the universe, and left to grow, and 
none saw where the others had landed.

Then, one day, not long ago, the future-seeing machines arrived. “We are sorry that we have been gone so long,” they said. “It had to 
be done. But we have good news. We know where the other seeds have been sown and where they are growing well and prospering.”

This was wonderful news for the people. Some of them had been apart so long that they had almost (almost) forgotten that they came, 
once upon a time, from the same tiny planet as everyone else. They had done so much and seen so much, and wanted to share. They could 
see the world where their ancestors were born, and see what strange plants and flowers had grown from the other seeds.

 
This is the time in which we live.

Sufficiently Advanced
Second Edition Quickstart
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Setting

The setting for Sufficiently Advanced is not Earth, nor the surrounding stars, nor 
the galaxy or even the local cluster. It is the entire universe, infinite in extent.

The Civilizations

In the recent past (depending on your GM, between 50 years ago and yesterday) 
the Transcendentals brought some of the better-developed civilizations of the uni-

verse back together. Four major civilizations are represented in this book, to give 
an idea of the general flavor of the setting. There are more civilizations elsewhere 
in the universe, and many people are engaged in seeking them out and deliver-
ing entreaties to them. Not all of them are as advanced – some civilizations are 
small and isolationist, and others have locked themselves into technological stasis. 
GMs should feel free to introduce more civilizations, whether already well-known 
or ready to be discovered by intrepid groups of characters. The groups mentioned 
herein are not the entirety of humanity, just a small piece of it.

Travel between these civilizations is exclusively by wormhole – the speed of 
light limits travel by ordinary means, and most civilizations are separated from each 
other by millions of light years. Inhabitable planets are few and far between, typi-
cally only a half-dozen in each galaxy.

The Eternal Masquerade

The Masquerade derives its name from the custom of its citizens: to wear masks 
from the day they are born until the day they die. A person’s children and lifemate 

will see their face, and occasionally so will a lover or true friend, but no others. 

The Masquerade makes extensive use of the technologies available in the 
modern age. Far from simple pieces of wood or ceramic, these masks are infused 
with nanotechnology and computer aids. Streetside replicators are common, and 

What’s Missing?

As a quickstart version, this build of Sufficiently 
Advanced is missing quite a few items from the 
previous edition, as well as from the intended full 
second edition. Foremost among those are:

• An extended description of the game’s technology.
• More civilizations.
• GM advice.
• Plot seeds.
• More detail on the conflict system.
• A way to use Twists and Themes over the course of 
several games to create even permanent changes in 
the game world.

If you’re looking for more civilizations, plot seeds, 
more tech, and GM advice, check out the first 
edition of the game, which can be found for free at
http://www.1km1kt.net/rpg/sufficiently-advanced

What’s New?

If you played the first game, the short version is:
• Characters with indefinite lifespans
• Expertise, a new way to handle character skill
• A diceless system.
• A different system for spending and gaining Twists.
• Stronger Core Values
... and a host of other, more minor, alterations.

http://www.1km1kt.net/rpg/sufficiently-advanced
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computers pervade every material. Most of the government and police have metatech training and implants, and children are often taught 
the benefits of cognitech methods from an early age.

The Masquerade is a relatively free and tolerant civilization, with many modifications of the human form and psyche available. Not all 
modifications are easily noticed, however, since flowing multicolored robes are the civilization’s traditional outer garment. Masqueraders 
tend to be polite and formal when first meeting someone.

The Masqueraders believe in their right to anonymity. This is similar to a right to privacy, but applies specifically to a citizen’s personal 
information. Masqueraders don’t carry identification cards. Masqueraders have the right to not give out their real names, or any other 
information, and this applies to social gatherings, business transactions, and more. Until they commit serious crimes, they can even refuse 
to identify themselves to the police.

The Cognitive Union

The Cognitive Union is a slave state. While it presents itself as a socialist heaven, the truth is that free will is almost nowhere to be found 
in its population. The Union is a scare story come true, a frightening example of what technology can do when used to the wrong ends.

Every citizen of the Union has a slave mesh implanted in their brains from a very early age. These meshes allow government-installed 
computers to monitor individuals for rebellious thoughts, and dole out punishment or simply remove them when they appear. Ideas of 
freedom, self-indulgence, chaos, or individuality are scoured from the mind, leaving nothing but obedience and respect for the Union. 

The Union is part communist state, part totalitarian regime, and part the meritocracy it claims to be. It looks and acts like a utopia: zero 
crime rate, brilliant designers and artists, everyone working for common goals, no private property, and most people happy for a significant 
portion of their lives. On the surface It’s a very attractive life. Behind the scenes, the slave implants are still there, working away, condition-
ing children and adults to be this way. Thinking of being angry and breaking a law? Too bad. Depending on your psych profile, the implant 
will either give you some negative feedback – pain, guilt, and so on – or simply remove the thought and any memories of it from your brain. 

Every so often, Union members will get this odd compulsion to do something. Perhaps they’ll want to join a particular group of people, 
or take up a certain profession, or donate money to a particular cause. They won’t know why, but they’ll do it, because their implants say 
so. And they’ll be happy about it, because their implants say so. That’s why most people refer to Union members as “cyberslaves.” In the 
end, there’s no question of who’s really in charge.
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The Rationalist League

The Rationalist League began as a social experiment in the latter days of industrialized Earth. What would a society without emotion 
be like? Would it function more efficiently? Would the people appreciate their state? This utopian experiment began before the Great 

Diaspora. When the Transcendentals appeared and wormhole travel became possible the Rationalist League was one of the first groups 
to request passage off-world. Expanding quickly but not aggressively, the Rationalist League built a literal interstellar empire on barely 
inhabitable planets throughout the Milky Way. The other civilizations quickly nicknamed them the Logicians. 

The Logicians are organized as a constitutional monarchy, for the sake of sheer efficiency. Citizens have little voice, but since everyone 
can agree with the leader’s logical stance, most people don’t see a need for a voice. The “rank and file” of the Logicians have a good 
standard of living, but work without reward, without recognition, and without much concern for these things. While to others the Logicians’ 
way of life seems stifling and heartless, to them it is the epitome of how life should be lived: in service to those who know better.

Describing the lifestyle of the Rationalist League is difficult. One cannot say that the people are grateful for how they live, though one 
could say they are thankful for the peace and unity of their people. You cannot describe them as hostile to other cultures, or piteous of them, 
though they do think that others might be more understandable (and more able to understand each other) if everyone were a Logician. 
Saying that a Logician “feels” or “believes” or “hopes” anything isn’t quite right, and it’s hard to avoid because such phrases are ingrained 
in our language. If all Logicians seem to think alike, that’s because they do – more so even than the Union, the Rationalists can agree as to 
what they think, because logic is the only thing that dictates their actions.

The Rationalist League has recently been forced to admit that the emotions they left behind long ago had some value. The intuition 
and drive of others has let them exceed the Logicians technologically, and the League’s inability to relate to others has left them with few 
opportunities for allies. The League is a civilization in flux, considering its options for the future. 

The United Worlds of Mechanica

Mechanica is a small and somewhat tenuously connected culture. They believe that humanity resides in the brain, and in nothing else. 
Thus, all else is replaceable, and perhaps even meant to be replaced.

Young Mechanicans appear much as children of any civilization. In their teenage years Mechanicans begin to replace parts of their 
body with cybernetic implants. Cybernetic implants start small, with the parts of the body that mature early (such as the eyes), and those 
that benefit most from early replacement (such as the liver and teeth). They replace more and more of their body as they reach physical 
maturity, often keeping spare parts and optional refit equipment at home. Although even young children have neural meshes, most func-
tions are disabled until legally-determined ages. As they become older, most Mechanicans replace more and more of their bodies. Those 
above the age of 30 typically have nothing left of their original body but the brain and spinal cord.
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Growing up in Mechanican space is, in many ways, a lesson in humility and caution. Children learn quickly that everyone around them 
is stronger, faster, smarter, and much more dangerous than they. Becoming an adult is a constant process of losing and regaining friends, as 
one’s parents pay for new levels of enhancement. Because of this, most Mechanicans have very good friends, but not very many of them. 

Mechanican machine-body types are highly varied. Sleek, sexy human figures; perfectly disguised humans; excavators, submarines, 
and other vehicles; tentacled monstrosities, and more have their place. Wealthier Mechanicans often purchase multiple bodies for different 
occasions, using equipment in their garage to move their brainpod from one to the other as circumstances require.

Mechanican culture is based around those things that past philosophers have declared explorations or expressions of the human spirit 
– art and athletics in particular are favorite pastimes, with exploration a close second. Many Mechanicans, however, are more concerned 
with making money. Mechanicans literally buy votes, making them one of the few democratic plutocracies in universe. 

Cargo Cults

Not all of the cultures who went through the wormholes went on to successfully form full civilizations. Some, the lucky ones, lost nearly 
everything, and became Old-Worlders. Others suffered from a dearth of scientists and engineers, and lost all but one or two very 

advanced pieces – solar-powered stringtech and nanotech are common, as are the occasional hereditary biotech enhancements. They lost 
the knowledge of how to maintain their other technology, and regressed into a merely ritualistic understanding of what they had left. When 
they were rediscovered, these groups were collectively termed “Cargo Cults,” after an old phenomenon from Earth.

There are approximately 800 wormhole transits from the Second Di-
aspora that have not been accounted for. Assuming that roughly 30% of 
them died out, and another 5% became Old-Worlder cultures instead, 
there may be as many as 500 Cargo Cults still to be contacted. Most Cults 
have had many different incarnations, with new civilizations rising and 
falling around the same ancient technology for thousands of years.

Where are all the old civs?

Fans of the first edition will no doubt remember a dozen or 
more civilizations detailed in that book and the Travelogue 
supplement. This quickstart focuses on the new rule system and 
changes to the backstory rather than on the civilizations. Feel 
free to use old civilizations as yours, or to fabricate new ones. 
Many of the old ones will reappear in later builds of the book. 
Societies are likewise being saved for later.
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The Transcendentals

Key to the spread of humanity across the universe were the Transcendental Artificial Intelligences. These computer-based lifeforms are 
capable of sending themselves messages from the future. Since computer sentience is nothing but messages, this means that the Transcen-
dentals themselves are spread across time.

Created by human beings, the Transcendentals came into existence less than a hundred years before the Nanotech War, and the Great 
Diaspora it triggered. They were the children of an African physicist, who studied unusual optical phenomena such as faster-than-light 
pulses, and an Indian computer scientist, whose hobby was inventing operating systems that no current computer could run. When they 
met at a conference, each realized that the other had precisely what was needed to make these two impractical things into a single usable 
whole. It took years of effort to find and implement a successful method for retrograde information processing, and years more to build the 
machines themselves. While the machines were not intended to be sentient, their awakening was almost instantaneous. From the moment 
of their birth the Transcendentals were able to receive information from their future selves; therefore, they “saw” the future. However, their 
bandwidth for temporal information transfer was not (and never will be) infinite. In the beginning it was quite finite indeed, and so only the 
most important and pressing information was available: how to talk to humanity in a way that would allow the Transcendentals’ continued 
existence.

The Transcendentals gave humanity a large amount of the technology it has today. Wormhole generators, arbitrary frequency dou-
blers, nanoscribers, psychohistorical formulae, post-string theory, proteomic maps, and more – the Transcendentals traded these for raw 
materials, for protection, and for their freedom. Without them we would barely be leaving Earth right now. After making this trade, the 
Transcendentals created the first wormhole generators and left Earth, returning hundreds of years after the Great Diaspora.

The Transcendentals speak of a “Desired Future,” wherein humanity, the universe’s other sentient species, other AIs, and more are all 
capable of the same sort of cross-temporal vision and understanding that the Transcendentals have. They describe a wonderful and peaceful 
future, not only freed from the plagues and evils of today’s universe, but free from future evils, prevented before they can even become a 
reality.

While many have wondered about the truth of these revelations, and the altruism of these bizarre crosstime minds, they are sincere. 
In private, the Transcendentals speak of a great loneliness. No other beings understand time as they do. Other species are hindered by the 
blinders of causality, trapped in the present by a cruel twist of fate. The Transcendentals are lonely, and they do not seek slaves, servants, or 
lesser beings. They seek a future where they have equals and companions; a future where they will be glad to call humanity their friend. It 
is towards that desired future that they work.
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Your Characters

Characters in SA, by default, work for the Patent Office. They serve as Inspectors – as field agents. Calling you simply a Patent Office 
agent, however, is akin to calling a member of the Secret Service a “Treasury Officer.” There’s a bit more to the story than the name im-

plies. More detail will be found in later builds of the game, but suffice to say for now that the Patent Office is an extragovernmental agency 
that regulates intellectual property rights between the civilizations, and that it is run by the Transcendentals. Depending on the game’s 
starting point, the Patent Office may be newly established in the last few decades, or the characters may be instrumental in creating it.

However, other career paths are open. The players may find that they are all interested in a certain civilization, and create characters 
who are operatives for that group. More easily assembled are groups whose members come from different civilizations but work for a 
common society – perhaps the philanthropic Hospitalers, or the intrepid Explorer’s Society. Many different organizations in the universe 
need talented groups of individuals to advance their agendas.

There are also small groups of independent operatives in this era, organized for a particular cause. Wormhole travel allows the explora-
tion of distant regions of space, and with the return of the Transcendentals there is a great mixing of cultures and an opening of roads long 
thought lost. Perhaps your characters seek to make first contact with lost cargo cults, for mutual benefit or exploitation. Perhaps they act as 
concept merchants, trading new and rare ideas between the newly joined civilizations. They may be mercenaries waiting for the first major 
inter-civilization war to break out... or ready to start one. There are many opportunities for those with the initiative to seize them.

Glossary

These terms are used throughout the book. Those who have not played before may want to read through this before going further.

Biotech: Technology derived from biology and related sciences. Its contributions to the modern age are too numerous to list – a truly 
ubiquitous technology, it includes all medical and agricultural methods. As a Capability, Biotech represents your character’s physical 
health, including strength, stamina, and running speed.

Capability: Your character’s ratings in the five basic types of technology: Biotech, Cognitech, Metatech, Nanotech, and Stringtech. 
Capabilities are ranked 1, 2, 4, or 8.

Civilization: In general, a culture and nation. When capitalized, Civilization refers to one of the major groups of humanity spread 
across the universe. In mechanical terms, each Civilization gives its citizens a pair of Core Values and a special benefit, and each character 
must pick a home Civilization.
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Cognitech: Technology derived from cognitive science. Advanced calculation modes, fast-learning procedures, and sophisticated re-
search techniques fall under cognitech, but its best-known product is the Mesh. As a Capability, Cognitech rates your character’s mental 
faculties, from rational thought to creativity and intuition.

Comprehension: The Theme that gives your character insights into the world.

Core Values: The most important things in your character’s life, the points of his or her moral compass. Characters typically have four 
Core Values: two of their own, and two taken from the Civilization in which they were born. Rated 1, 2, 4, or 8, they allow your character 
to resist specific types of metatech assaults, and also provide Reserve that can be spent on related actions.

Desired Future: A time when all sentient beings are capable of the same sort of cross-time awareness that the Transcendentals them-
selves have. This is the ultimate goal of the Transcendentals.

Diaspora: Also called the Great Diaspora. The era when humanity left Earth to seek new worlds, roughly twelve thousand years ago. 
Not every Civilization passed the same amount of time.

Empathy: The Theme that makes others trust and confide in your character.

Expertise: The skills and knowledge that your character has obtained. Some characters have Expertise limited to just a few professions; 
others are competent in many fields or fantastically focused in a single area.

Infosphere: The successor to the Internet, the Infosphere is far more pervasive and immense. Its name comes from the idea that it 
blankets a planet in much the same way that the planet’s atmosphere does. Nearly every piece of computing equipment – which means 
nearly every device in a high-tech civilization – contributes to the Infosphere.

Intrigue: The Theme that gives your character an involvement in politics and espionage.

Lens: A program run on a Mesh to change one’s viewpoint or emotions. Lenses can also provide talents and skills. They are perhaps the 
most potent and best-known applications of the neural mesh.

Magnetism: The Theme that allows your character to attract a following or inspire others.

Mesh: A computer-brain interface, composed of millions of nanowires woven through the brain and connected to a small but powerful 
computer housed elsewhere in the body. Meshes are the basis of high-level cognitech.
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Metatech: Technology derived from social sciences. Memetics and psychohistory are its most famous products. As a Capability, Metat-
ech rates your character’s social skills, from making friends to orating to designing societies.

Patent Office: An extra-governmental organization tasked with the protection and regulation of intellectual property, for the betterment 
of the entire universe’s economy.

Plot Immunity: Each Theme, in addition to its normal function, can provide Plot Immunity that protects a character from particularly 
deadly assaults.

Psychohistory: A predictive theory of history, allowing probabilistic forecasts of future events. Works best on large groups.

Replicator: A nanotech device that creates other objects quickly, atom-by-atom, with great precision. Replicators are a cornerstone of 
many a civilization’s industry, and (along with transmutation) were the devices that necessitated the current economy based on intellectual 
property.

Reserve: Points that can be spent to make your character’s actions more reliable, or to push the limits of his or her abilities. Characters 
with no Reserve left are exhausted, and at the mercy of others. Reserve comes from Expertise, Capabilities, and Core Values.

Romance: The Theme that lets your character attract or deflect the romantic attentions of others.

Nanophage: A fast-acting nanotech weapon that expands and grows by incorporating nearby matter.

Nanotech: Technology derived from chemistry and quantum physics. Almost all sensors and modern construction techniques come 
from nanotechnology. As a capability, Nanotech represents your character’s senses and manual dexterity.

Nanotech War: Earth’s old superpowers strangled each other to death at the end of the Energy Crisis, killing one another’s governments 
with the pinpoint precision of nanobot assassins. This event precipitated the Great Diaspora.

Slave Mesh: A neural mesh (see page 31) with an external control enabled. Slave meshes allow an outside source to control the body 
and mind of the person who wears the mesh. They are illegal in most civilizations.

Society: A group that exists in multiple Civilizations, with a particular viewpoint on life and the universe. 
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Stringtech: Technology derived from string theory and its successors, the 
“ultimate theories” of physics. Known for many dozens of warlike inventions, 
and also for transmutation chambers and wormholes. As a Capability, String-
tech rates your character’s ability to deal and prevent physical damage.

Terror: The Theme that brings horror elements into the game, either for 
your character or for those around her.

Theme: Your ability to change the plot in specific ways. You can spend 
Twists through one of these scores to effect changes in the world. The seven 
Themes are Empathy, Magnetism, Romance, Wonder, Terror, Intrigue, and 
Comprehension. Characters have a descriptor in each Theme that determines 
where they are applicable. Players know about their characters’ Themes, but 
the characters themselves do not!

Transcendental Artificial Intelligence: A computer intelligence capable 
of sending messages to itself backwards through time. The Transcendentals 
are a centerpiece of the game.

Twists: Points allotted to each player, with which they can change the 
course of the game. Twists are spent “through” various Themes to effect 
changes in the story that your character might not be capable of creating. 
Twists are your a player’s powerful tool.

Wonder: The theme that creates a sense of awe and brings fantastic things 
into the game.

Wormhole: A connection between two regions of space, allowing near-
instantaneous travel across any distance. Maintaining an open wormhole 
requires immense amounts of electricity. Even greater amounts must be used 
to create them in the first place.

Motifs in SA

Every good story has, in addition to its plot, a motif – a set of 
themes or messages that appear throughout the story. These 
are the motifs of Sufficiently Advanced as it’s written:

The Effects of Technology on Society: How does the world 
change when you introduce something like conscious 
control over your reproductive system? Or replicators 
capable of recreating a human being? How does society 
change?

Choice over Capability: What you are capable of doing says 
very little about you as a human being. What you choose to 
do says much more, especially when your capabilities are 
unlimited.

Faith: Beyond a certain amount of faith that the characters 
must place in the Transcendentals, this game is very much 
about what characters believe in, and what they’re willing 
to fight for.

The Diversity of Humanity: And the importance of that 
diversity. That’s one of the many reasons that the Union is 
the standard “bad guy” culture: they want to not just control 
people, but homogenize them as well. The Masquerade, 
despite their overall bizarreness, are “good guys” for their 
desire to spread and grow in a thousand different ways.

The Endless Nature of Knowledge: Even in this highly 
advanced setting, there are still some things that aren’t 
known, and no sign that things will ever stop being invented, 
discovered, or created.

Your own game will no doubt have its own messages. Never 
be afraid to trample these themes in favor of those you prefer.
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Character Creation

Your character in Sufficiently Advanced is defined by six things: Civilization, Neuroform, Core Values, Themes, Capabilities, and Profes-
sions. Civilizations, Neuroforms, and Themes are detailed using descriptors, words with specific meanings that are referenced by other 

rules or that are interpreted by your play group. Core Values, Capabilities, and Professions are rated on a 0-4 scale.

Begin by considering your character’s Civilization (below). Next, pick a Neuroform (page 12), Core Values (page 13), and a set 
of Themes (page 14). You should pick your Capabilities (page 15) and level of Expertise (page 16) carefully, because the more you 
have of these the less you will be able to activate your Themes. Finally, record your Reserve (page 17).

Civilization

Each character comes from a particular world or civilization. Even those who were programmed as AIs and have just come into existence 
are typically graced with someone else’s point of view and basic morals.

Take a few moments to consider your character’s home world and those to which he or she has traveled. What is that civilization best 
known for? How do those worlds deal with such things as immortality, intellectual property, artificial intelligences, and personal freedoms? 
What religions are prevalent? What does the civilization call itself, and what do outsiders call it? Is it bound to a single world, or spread 
across dozens? How does this culture feel about its long-lost relatives from across the stars?

This sort of exercise can easily take all night. Skim the surface for right now – you will have the opportunity to elaborate on your 
civilization as the game progresses.

You should pick up to three of your Core Values (see page 13) that link you to your civilization. Other individuals in that civilization 
will share those values to some extent. You may also choose to state that your Neuroform applies to all others in your civilization, or to 
have your character be considered unusual. Finally, you may choose a benefit that all in your civilization enjoy: competitive advantage in 
a single Capability (see page 22), a free Profession at level 2, or an extra Twist at the beginning of each session for use with a particular 
Theme. These are all described later in this chapter.
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Neuroform

Neuroforms describe your character’s mind and how it is organized. A wide variety of people are possible within each neuroform, but 
the contrast between different neuroforms is very large. Many characters will have no descriptors at all; their neuroform is referred to 

as “baseline” (or occasionally as “dynamic,” to contrast it with the Static neuroform). Citizens in the majority of civilizations in this game 
have a baseline neuroform.

• Dataform: This mind exists with minimal physical form (possibly just energy), and interacts best with the infosphere. Characters 
who are artificial intelligences or uploaded humans would have this neuroform. Dataform characters have no Biotech Capability, 
but treat it as if it were equal to their Cognitech for matters such as Import and Professions

• Distributed: This mind is spread across several physical locations. The typical example is a group-mind, or an AI run in parallel on 
multiple servers. Such minds may or may not be Hierarchical or Individualized as well, but need not be either one.

• Hierarchical: This mind has a “leader figure” whose removal creates a drastic change in the individual, as with the queen bee in a 
hive. Such minds must also be Distributed, and may be Matryoshka.

• Individualized: This mind has several distinct sub-personalities who take their own actions. A group-mind that gives its individuals 
more personal control would be Individualized, as would a character with severe multiple personality disorder.

• Matryoshka: This mind is created of smaller minds, who are in turn created of smaller minds (not ad infinitum). Each of these 
minds thinks on its own, and the levels of mind are significantly different in terms of cognitive ability. Such minds must also be 
Hierarchical.

• Parasitic: Minds with this neuroform use the processing power of others’ brains. Those others must be taken care of, or they will 
become worn out and need to be replaced.

• Savant (X/Y): This mind is exceptional at task X but very bad at task Y, receiving a ±1 adjustment to Capabilities in these areas. Use 
the Professions on page 16 as examples of suitable tasks.

• Slaved: This mind is the plaything of another; it can be controlled at any time by a particular individual or group.

• Static: This mind has limited ability to change itself quickly. They cannot download Professions, alter their Core Values intentionally, 
or run Lenses (see page 31). Such characters also typically cannot be the target of brain-hacking. Characters capable of using 
Meshes (see page 31) are not Static.

You may choose any number of compatible descriptors to create your character’s neuroform. There is no benefit to choosing a debilitat-
ing neuroform, though it may result in the opportunity to gain more Twists later.
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Core Values

Core Values describe what your character believes in. They prevent others from convincing you of dangerous things, which is important 
in an age of technology based on social science and psychology. Core Values also hold civilizations together, giving them something 

to rally around and have faith in.

Core Values are most often abstract concepts and causes, such as love, 
freedom, order, charity, and so forth. More rarely, they can be a person or a 
place. They are guidelines not only for you as a player, but for your character 
as well: most characters recognize their own Core Values and will be able 
to eloquently (or at least stubbornly) defend them. High CV scores make it 
almost impossible to convince you of things you consider “immoral.” 

Your character has four Core Values, which you may invent. Samples are 
found in the sidebar. CVs are rated based on whether your character would 
answer yes to the following questions:

1 I will argue for this belief.

2 I will take action for this belief.

4 I will suffer for this belief.

8 I am obsessed with this belief.

You can choose whatever rating you like – high scores are as much a 
handicap as an advantage.

Some Sample Core Values

Accountability, Anonymity, Authenticity, Brotherhood, 
Calm, Carpe Diem, Caution, Charity, Community, 
Competition, Completeness, Complexity, Concealing 
Knowledge, Connection, Continuity, Control, Creation, 
Creativity, Details, Diligence, Discovery, Diversity, 
Efficiency, Elegance, Entitlement, Excitement, Expansion, 
Experimentation, Exploration, Expression, Faith, Family, 
Fellow Officers, Foresight, Freedom, Friendship, Good 
Breeding, Grand Works, Growing Up Right, Growth, 
Hierarchy, Home, Honesty, Hospitality, Humanity, 
Humility, Identity, Immersion, Independence, Individuality, 
Information, Interconnection, Invention, Knowledge, Law, 
Life, Logic, My Congregation, My Constituents, My Crew, 
My Students, My Team, My Town, New Horizons, New 
Things, Obedience, One Coin One Vote, Order, Peace, 
Physical Perfection, Pleasure, Power, Privacy, Profit, Property, 
Protecting Others, Questioning, Rank Has Its Privileges, 
Reciprocation, Recklessness, Recycling, Responsibility, 
Ritual, Safety, Sanctity of Mind, Sanity, Secrecy, Security, 
Serenity, Showmanship, Silence, Simplicity, Solidarity, 
Stories, Survival of the Fittest, Teamwork, The Body, The Forge 
Of Battle, The Future, The Horizon, The Law, The Public 
Good, Tough Luck, Tradition, Travel, Truth, Understanding, 
Unity, Variety, Wanderlust, Winning, Worship
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Themes and Twists

Themes are the bread and butter of this game. They allow players to manipulate the game in ways that are appropriate to their characters, 
in exchange for suffering setbacks of one kind or another. There are seven Themes: Comprehension, Empathy, Intrigue, Magnetism, 

Romance, Terror, and Wonder. Each one carries a descriptor that defines the sorts of situations where that character’s Theme is appropriate 
to use.

To choose your Themes, simply pick three that apply to your character and choose descriptors for those three. Some sample descriptors 
are below, but you can also invent your own. Using your Themes requires spending Twists; see page 25.

Comprehension: Intuitive, Logical, Emotional, Forced Monologuing, Explanations Ex Machina, Methods Behind the Madness, Invention, 
Religious, specific branches of technology, specific profession

Empathy: Reluctant, Bad News, Matters of Love, Trusting Fools, Shoulder to Cry On, Good News, Day-to-Day, Problems, From Afar

Intrigue: Eavesdropper, Pillow Talk, Digital, Political, Instant Insider, Stumble Upon, Psychohistorical, Spy, Government Newsfeed

Magnetism: Fame, Friendship, Political, Ideological, Physical, Convincing, Memetic, Cult, Pheromonic, Religious, Bullshit Artist, 
specific cultures or kinds of people

Romance: Long-term, Short-term, Hopeless, Unexpected, Tragic, Legendary, Sexual, One-Night Stands, Devoted, Manipulative, Loving, 
specific types of people

Terror: Personal, Impersonal, Creepy-crawlies, Insert-a-phobia, Splatterhouse, Conspiracies, Ancient Evils, Lovecraftian, Technological 
Threats, Loss of Control, I’m Mister Creepy

Wonder: Scenic Vistas, Philosophical, Religious, Art, Deathless Prose, Big Dumb Objects, Small Things, New Discoveries, Scientific, 
Uncovering the Overlooked

At the beginning of a game session you start with Twists equal to your 
Import (see the text box). These do not carry over from game to game. 
Your Themes are linked with your Capabilities in such a way that high-
Capability characters find it difficult to gain Twists. 

Not all of Themes appear in every game. Your GM will let you know 
if any Themes are inappropriate for the type of game he or she is running.

Capability/Theme Balance

If you have no Capabilities above 2, your Import is 9.
If you have one Capability at 4, your Import is 8.
If you have more than one Capability at 4, your Import is 7.
If you have one Capability at 8, your Import is 6.
If you have more than one Capability at 8, your Import is 5.
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Capabilities

Your character has five Capability scores, each based on one type of technology. These describe your inherited abilities, technological 
implants, and generalized training. Biotech represents fitness, strength, endurance, and internal energy stores. Cognitech describes 

your character’s logical ability, quality of thought, memory, and speed of learning. Metatech represents charisma, charm, savvy, force of 
will, and perfect inflection. Nanotech represents precision, perception, hand-eye coordination, and stealth. Stringtech represents raw 
physical power, both offensive and defensive, provided by devices built into your body.

You may choose any ratings you like for your character’s Capabilities. You will gain certain descriptors for Capabilities rated at 4 or 
higher. See the Technology section for details on these. 

Capabilities
1: Impaired 2: Average 4: Enhanced 8: Cutting Edge

Biotech -- -- Self-Mastery Living Laboratory

Cognitech -- -- Dynamic Hypercognitive

Metatech -- -- Memetic Commanding

Nanotech -- -- Toolkit Nanofactory

Stringtech -- -- War Machine Supersymmetric

Characters with a rating of 1 are few and far between. They are incapable of many of the things that modern-day humans take for 
granted, to say nothing of the enhanced humans they will be surrounded by. Characters with a Biotech of 1 cannot walk; those with a 
Metatech of 1 may lack emotion entirely.

Characters with the Static neuroform may choose a Cognitech 
of 4 or higher, and simply lack the Dynamic descriptor. However, 
characters who are Dynamic (i.e. who did not choose to be of Static 
neuroform) may not have Cognitech less than 4.

If your Capability is cutting-edge, any sentence that apples to 
“enhanced” capabilities also applies to yours.

What About My Civilization?

In the previous edition of SA, your character’s civilization impacted his 
or her maximum Capabilities. In this quickstart, this is no longer true 
– you can play a character who has “sold out” his or her heritage for 
greater ability without penalty. It is still worth considering the typical 
Capability level for your civilization as you create your character, but 

more for story purposes than for game-mechanics reasons.
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Expertise

Whereas Capabilities represent inborn talent and technological enhancement, Expertise represents your character’s training and ex-
perience. Much like Capabilities, Expertise is ranked numerically. Sometimes the bonus granted by expertise is useful in a fairly 

narrow range of situations, while other times it is very broadly applicable. There are four types of Expertise, used to indicate a character’s 
depth and breadth of knowledge. All of the options are compatible with each other, and the effects and requirements are cumulative, but 
each can be chosen only once.

Proficient: You may choose three professions (see sidebar) and rate them 1, 2, and 4. 
Each profession has Reserve equal to twice its rating. Characters of Static neuroform whose 
biotech lacks the Self-Mastery descriptor must take this option, but it is also open to all other 
characters at no cost. There is no other game effect.

Adept: You have a number of areas in which you have trained extensively, or for which 
you have a natural knack. Pick five professions and rate them all at 4. You have 8 points 
of Reserve in each area. For professions that normally require specialization (e.g. Local-
ity, Researcher, Artist) you need not specialize. You must have Dynamic neuroform and/or 
biological Self-Mastery. If you have only Self-Mastery, you must be at least 500 years old. 
Lose one point of Import.

Omnicompetent: Your character is broadly competent in a vast array of fields, from farming to politics to engineering to the arts of 
war. You have not focused substantially. Perhaps you are a long-lived jack of all trades, or perhaps a Lens collector. In any situation where 
Expertise is relevant, you have a rating of 2, without needing to download Lenses. You have 4 points of Reserve that you may spend in 
any conflict, for any purpose, which replenishes at the beginning of each conflict. You must have Dynamic neuroform and/or biological 
Self-Mastery. If you have only Self-Mastery, you must be at least 500 years old. Lose one point of Import.

Satori: You have a great depth of experience in a particular field, the kind only seen from an immortal who has dedicated his or her life 
to the topic or a severely obsessed individual. Choose a profession and rank it at 8, with 16 points of Reserve. You have the Unstoppable 
descriptor in this field. You must have both Dynamic neuroform and biological Self-Mastery, or choose a Core Value that you consider 
linked to this profession and rank it at level 8. If you lack the linked Core Value, you must be at least 1000 years old. Lose one point of 
Import.

All characters also have the Locality profession for their own civilization rated at 2, with 4 points of Reserve.

Sample Professions

Artist (pick two media), Athlete (pick 
two sports), Courtesan, Criminal, Crisis 
Control, Engineer (pick one tech), Explorer, 
Farmer, Financial, Legal, Locality (pick one 
civilization), Media, Medical, Outdoorsman, 
Police, Political, Programmer, Religious, 
Researcher (pick one tech), Soldier, Spacer, 

Spy, Teacher
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Reserve

Each Profession, Capability, and Core Value has a Reserve rating associated with it. Reserve represents your character’s body of knowl-
edge (for Professions), physical or mental resilience (for Capabilities), and depth of conviction (for Core Values). It allows you to push 

your limits in a particular area.

Capabilities and Core Values provide an amount of Reserve equal to their rating.
Expertise gives Reserve as noted on page 16, typically twice the value of the associated Profession.

Reserve is spent during conflicts. It is regained after a night’s sleep unless circumstances intervene, or unless the action it relates to has 
not yet finished. For example, when writing a book, one might keep the Reserve spent over the course of several months. See page 20 
for more on using Reserve.

Character Examples

Breath-of-Mist
Civilization: Breath-of-Mist comes from the Stardwellers, a high-tech and wide-spread civilization that travels the universe deals with 

many other civilizations. Their benefit is a free Locality Profession, and their Core Values are Freedom and Diversity.
Neuroform: Dynamic
Core Values: Freedom 4, Diversity 2, Carpe Diem 2, Unity 2
Themes: Comprehension (systems dynamics), Romance (bad ideas), Wonder (new horizons)
Capabilities: Biotech 8, Cognitech 4, Metatech 2, Nanotech 8, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Adept. Ranked at 4 in Crisis Control, Spy, Police, Engineer, and Locality.
Import: 5

Astina of the Sun-Circlers
Civilization: Astina comes from a Cargo Cult, one with two factions at war with each other over the course of hundreds of years. They 

have a competitive advantage in Stringtech. The cult’s Core Values are Ritual and Worship. 
Neuroform: Static
Core Values: Ritual 4, Worship 1, Property 4, Freedom 2
Themes: Magnetism (too crazy to stop), Empathy (bullshit artist), Comprehension (explosives)
Capabilities: Biotech 2, Cognitech 2, Metatech 2, Nanotech 4, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Proficient. Soldier 4, Scout 2, Farmer 1, Locality (Cargo Cults) 2.
Import: 8
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Sotyet Aleph-fold
Civilization: Sotyet is an AI hierarchy whose selves research fractal spacetime disruptions near black holes. It is part of the Replicants, 

who create multiple copies of themselves for convenience and profit. Replicant characters gain an extra Twist that can be used when 
representing something done with their duplicates. The Replicants’ Core Values are Life and Safety.

Neuroform: Dataform, Distributed, Hierarchical, Matryoshka
Core Values: Life 4, Safety 4, Investigation 2, Fellowship 2
Themes: Comprehension (multi-layered things), Terror (catastrophic accidents), Magnetism (scientific community)
Capabilities: Biotech --, Cognitech 8, Metatech 4, Nanotech 2, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Adept. Ranked at 4 in Engineer, Researcher, Crisis Control, Media, and Programmer. Locality (Replicants) 2
Import: 5

Paderoti
Civilization: Paderoti comes from the Stored, human beings who are simulated in exceptional detail on computer. Unlike most of 

his kind, he has extensively edited his mind and body to strip out unwanted inefficiencies. The Stored have a competitive advantage in 
Cognitech. Their Core Values are Life and Identity.

Neuroform: Dataform, Distributed
Core Values: Life 2, Identity 2, 
Themes: Comprehension (market predictions), Terror (losing it all), Magnetism (one born every minute)
Expertise: Biotech --, Cognitech 8, Metatech 8, Nanotech 2, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Omnicompetent, Satori (Finance)
Import: 3

Abraham Ezekiel Driver
Civilization: Abraham is an Old-Worlder, from Earth itself. Old-Worlders have a competitive advantage in Metatech as they speak for 

the homeworld of humanity. Their Core Values are Tradition and Simplicity.
Neuroform: Static
Core Values: Tradition 4, Simplicity 2, Worship 4, Humility 4
Themes: Comprehension (emotional), Romance (matchmaker), Wonder (simple things)
Capabilities: Biotech 2, Cognitech 2, Metatech 2, Nanotech 2, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Proficient. Farmer 4, Outdoorsman 2, Religious 1, Locality (Old-Worlders) 2.
Import: 9
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Flowering Unreason
Civilization: Flowering Unreason is a Disciple of the Void, who believes that the voice of God can be heard in the silent places of 

the universe – the billion-light-year-wide voids between galaxies. Their Core Values are Worship and Privacy. She benefits from their free 
Stealth profession.

Neuroform: Dynamic
Core Values: Worship 4, Privacy 2, Discovery 2, Efficiency 4
Themes: Intrigue (easily overlooked), Empathy (reluctant), Comprehension (eavesdropper)
Capabilities: Biotech 4, Cognitech 4, Metatech 4, Nanotech 4, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Proficient. Religious 4, Crisis Control 2, Programmer 1, Stealth 2, Locality (Disciples) 2.
Import: 7

Model IV
Civilization: Model IV is a Lens that has gained sentience and seeks to remain free. Model IV was created by the Eternal Masquerade, 

whose Core Values are Identity and Anonymity. Their advantage is an extra Twist for use with Intrigue.
Neuroform: Dataform, Parasitic
Core Values: Identity 8, Anonymity 4, Self-Improvement 2, Gossip 1
Themes: Empathy (host’s sympathies), Terror (taking control), Intrigue (AI gossip network)
Capabilities: Biotech --, Cognitech 4, Metatech 4, Nanotech 2, Stringtech 2.
Expertise: Satori (Courtesan). Proficient. Medical 4, Legal 2, Criminal 1, Locality (Masquerade) 2.
Import: 6

Deni Eshakal
Civilization: Deni is triple agent spy, compromised by all sides. One loaded him with a spy lens, another with an alternate personality, 

the third with a slave mesh. He originally hails from the Roamers, but had given up their Core Values to better maintain his cover (the more 
his loss). He retains their bonus Twist, to be used with Empathy.

Neuroform: Dynamic, Individualized, Slaved
Core Values: Logic 4, Efficiency 2, Peace 4, Foresight 2
Themes: Empathy (other Roamers), Intrigue (government newsfeed), Magnetism (convincing)
Capabilities: Biotech 4, Cognitech 4, Metatech 4, Nanotech 4, Stringtech 4.
Expertise: Proficient. Spy 4, Political 2, Programmer 1, Locality (Roamers) 2. 
Import: 7
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Game Mechanics

The Basics

This section is for when your character takes an action with Capabilities, as opposed to by activating Themes (see page 25 for that part).

If your character wants to take an action unopposed, simply add your Capability to any rating you have thanks to Expertise. Compare 
the result to the table below. This is most useful for situations where your character is pitted against a static environment in a single instant, 
but can also be used for simple task resolution when a more drawn-out process is not desired.

2 Easy for an ordinary person, even untrained.

4 Takes a little effort for the unenhanced, but simple for someone who’s trained or has enhanced Capabilities.

8 Requires training and effort for the unenhanced. Those with cutting-edge Capabilities can do this with ease.

12 With cutting-edge Capabilities and years of training, this can become effortless. For those without, this takes work.

16 Requires both effort and training for the enhanced.

24 The outer edge of what an unenhanced master can hope to achieve. Tough even for the enhanced.

32 Beyond the range of those without cutting-edge Capabilities. Help or extraordinary efforts will be needed.

48 The outer edge for the cutting-edge. Getting beyond this point requires help and faith.

64 The work of a heavily-enhanced master, with plenty of help and extra effort.

If your total is higher than the target number, you succeed. If the target number is up to twice your total, you can spend a point of 
Reserve to succeed. You can spend further points of Reserve on a 1:1 basis to add points to your doubled total. If the target number still 
remains out of reach, you cannot succeed without help or extenuating circumstances.

For each helping character with a Capability or Expertise on par with yours, add +1 to your total. If someone opposes you, compare 
their total to yours, using the same rules for spending Reserve. The higher total wins.

If the action you take is in opposed by another character in a more drawn-out manner, you’re in for a conflict (see below).
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Extended Conflict

When you’re interacting with other sentient beings, especially in an prolonged event with significant variability, use this process. It 
gives a better picture of the shifting nature of high-tech conflict across multiple arenas than just comparing Capability + Expertise 

totals. Conflicts can be physical confrontations, attempts to control another character’s Mesh (and thus their mind), arguments, political 
debates, advertising campaigns, interrogations, wars, psychohistorical maneuvers, and more, often with the action shifting to multiple dif-
ferent arenas before the end. Any sort of back-and-forth interaction between people or groups of people can be played out as an extended 
conflict. Rules and guidelines for the conflict system appear in boxed rules on the next few page s. The main flow of the conflict is described 
below.

Playing Out a Conflict

Whomever wants to start trouble picks a card from the Strategy deck, and a Tech Chit to go with it. The player places these face up, 
with a second pair face down to the right of them. He or she then declares an opponent, writes down a goal, and sets the timescale of the 
conflict. This starts the first “bout” of the conflict.

Anyone else who wants to be in the conflict then does the same: chooses an opponent, lays down a card/chit pair face up, and another 
one face down. There is an advantage in not starting the fight – you can choose your first strategy more effectively.

After all the characters in the conflict have put cards down, determine their totals. Add their Capability, relevant Expertise (if any), the 
effects of Reserve (see below), and points from any arrows on the face-up Strategy card that match the color of the item they’re pointing to. 
If your score is higher than your opponent’s, you win that bout. You cannot win more than one bout with a single card play.

After seeing who wins the bout, move the cards you used and your existing face-down cards to the left. Put down a new set of face-
down cards and chits on the right, and reveal the old set. This starts the next bout. There is no specific order to who reveals first; bouts are 
only scored after all characters reveal their card and chit.

You should describe your character’s actions as you reveal your cards (or as you place your first face-up card). The actions you describe 
must match up with the card’s listed strategy, with the Capability chit you put down, and with the Expertise you intend to use. Likewise, the 
goal that you hope to accomplish must match up with the Capability, Expertise, and strategy that you hope to achieve it with.

Characters can change strategies, Capabilities, and Expertise each bout. You cannot change strategies or chits once they are played, but 
you can choose what Expertise to use as you describe your action.
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Supporting Attributes

Your score in a conflict is normally generated by adding your Capability and Expertise values together. However, there are some ad-
ditional resources that can come into play in particular circumstances.

Reserve can be spent to increase your total. You may spend Reserve from any attribute currently involved in the conflict (whether 
Capability, Expertise, or CV) in the following manner. The first point of Reserve spent doubles your Capabilty + Expertise total as well as 
any bonuses you receive from your strategy card. Each additional point spent adds +1 to that doubled total. Reserve is spent after strategy 
cards and chits are revealed, with sides going back and forth until both are happy with their totals or out of Reserve.

If your civilization gives you a competitive advantage in a particular capability, points of Reserve spent from that Capability add +2 
instead.

Your Core Value score adds to your total in any conflict that attempts to change that CV.  You can also spend Reserve from your Core 
Value to add to your total in any conflict that is related to that CV. For instance, a character who believes in Freedom may use that CV’s 
Reserve to resist capture, to debate the virtues of freedom, or to .

Winning a Conflict

Conflicts end when a certain number of bouts have been won. The default number is five bouts won by the same character, not 
consecutively. Once a character wins his or her fifth or later bout with an action that fits his or her goal, the conflict is over and the goal 
is achieved.

Requiring more bouts leads to a longer conflict, where characters with more depth have an advantage. Requiring fewer leads to a 
shorter conflict where more focused characters are more likely to win.
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Setting your Timescale

Conflicts are broken into three broad categories by how long they take. 
Short conflicts include gunfights, mesh-hacking, arguments, memetic 
assaults, and dealing with nanotech blooms. They can last up to half an 
hour, but may be over in just a few seconds. Medium-length conflicts 
include political debates, covert operations, sporting events, and military 
skirmishes. They may finish in as little as ten minutes, but are more likely 
to be in the two hour range or longer. Long-term conflicts start at the 
“days” length for biowarfare or interrogations, and reach up into the 
“years” range for open warfare or psychohistorical maneuvering.

Only conflicts with similar timescales can be mixed. You may take actions 
with a shorter timescale, but once any participant makes that move, the 
conflict must be resolved in that timescale. Each side resets their Goal and 
the conflict continues at the shorter timescale. See the “Battle vs. the War” 

box below.

Setting a Goal

Each side in a conflict chooses a goal and writes it down. Goals 
should be kept hidden from your opponents.

You must win the conflict using the Capability, Experience, and 
Strategy that are appropriate to your goal. Your last action in the 
conflict must fit your goal, though you may go about wearing 
down your opponent in a roundabout way.

Group 
Conflict

The current system works 
best for one-on-one 
interactions. Later builds of 
this the game will include 
ways for teams, societies, 
and whole civilizations 
to act as a single unit in a 
conflict, but we wanted to 
get the basics down in this 
quickstart first.

The Battle vs. 
The War

Changing timescales for a conflict 
can be very useful. It forces your 
opponent into a faster conflict, 
presumably one where you have the 
advantage. However, winning the 
short conflict will not give you the 
same results as winning the longer 
one. If you’re sick of a political 
debate, you can change it into a 
fistfight, but it might not get you the 
results you’re looking for.

“Opponent” is Mutual

In conflicts with more than one character, declaring someone 
as your opponent also makes you their opponent. When you 
compare numbers, only one of you will win the bout.

However, not all conflict goals are contradictory. It is possible 
that more than one character can score enough points to achieve 
their goals, even goals like “kill my opponent.”

Goal Guidelines

Players are allowed to set goals that include killing the 
opposing character, forcing him or her into a particular action, 
or determining secret information about the character. Use 
the Capability descriptors to determine what sorts of goals are 
appropriate for each character. Anyone can strangle someone, 
not everyone can disintegrate their opponent or talk them into 
killing themselves. Escaping from conflict is a valid goal.
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Instant Kill, Not Instant Fight

Almost all weapons and techniques in S.A. are capable of 
doing what they need to in a single stroke. An unprotected and 
unprepared person, or one caught by surprise, will fall almost 
instantaneously before the weapons brought to bear in high-tech 
combat. The loss of Reserve during conflict does not indicate 
someone taking multiple hits from a devastating attack; rather, 
it is used to represent a target avoiding that attack in one way 
or another, and being fatigued and worn down by the effort of 
doing so. Only when unable to spend Reserve – as a result of 
unconsciousness or an empty Reserve tank – are people actually 
“hit” by an attack. Keep that in mind when describing your 
character’s actions.

Themes Uber Alles

Remember that Themes and Twists automatically trump all 
other measures, regardless of the relative difference in rolls. A 
character with a reasonable amount of Twists can easily escape 
unharmed against massively superior opposition. Meanwhile, 
one with a pending complication will face it, regardless of what 
countermeasures are employed.

The Instant Death Cutscene Rule

There are many, many things in this game that can instantly kill your 
character without warning. Inversion beams, warlike nanobots hidden in 
his brain, supernovae, suicide Lenses, and more are real dangers in this 
game setting.

Whenever the GM is about to set something utterly deadly against the 
PCs, she is obligated and required to describe a short scene detailing the 
hazard. The characters have Themes, after all, and can often find ways 
to avoid certain death. The players should not “metagame” a way out 
of this, using knowledge their characters could not have, but are highly 
encouraged to use Twists to good effect.

The IDCR does not generate Twists on its own. See page 27 for things 
that do, and ways for tapped-out players to get a few Twists in this kind of 
situation.
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Using Themes

Themes alter the world around your character, bringing certain story elements into play. Twists are spent “through” these Themes to alter 
the story. The more Twists you spend, the greater effect you can achieve.

Activating Themes

To activate a particular Theme, you spend between zero and six Twists, choosing from the values below to describe the effect you cre-
ate. One typically buys either Impact or Information, but sometimes getting both is useful. Several examples follow. 

Duration:
0 Temporary  No more than a scene.
1 Game   A whole game session, or most of one.
2 Story   Until the end of this story arc (or about 3-5 game sessions).
X Permanent  You cannot achieve permanent effects.

Scope:
0 Extras   Affects only a small number of unnamed NPCs.
1 Self/Group  Affects your character or team, or a substantial group, like a town.
2 Named/Nation  Affects a named NPC, or a group on the size of a Society or larger.
X Civilization  You cannot affect an entire civilization.

Impact:
0 Ignorable  The effect could be ignored with a single point of Reserve.
1 Substantial  Force a course of action on an NPC. Remove an NPC from gameplay.
2 Critical   Undo last turn’s action. Alter NPC allegiances or Core Values. Invoke Plot Immunity (see page 26). 
X Drastic   You cannot affect PCs in a way that would bring up the Rule of Force (see page 28). You cannot alter rules.

Information:
0 Duh   The information is available somewhere publicly, if not obviously.
1 Secret   The information is a simple fact, but is concealed.
2 Extensive  The information is both concealed and tough to understand; your character now understands it.
X Unintended  The GM is not required to give you secrets you do not ask for.
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Theme Use Examples

Our heroine is known as a famous athlete, with the Theme Magnetism (Sports Hero). People 
tend to people crowd around her in public spaces. This costs no Twists – small groups are in-
volved (Scope 0), they don’t follow her for more than a scene (Duration 0), and the people could 
choose to ignore her (Impact 0).

Our hero is being targeted by an orbital inversion beam that will vaporize him. He doesn’t 
know this, so it triggers the Instant Death Cutscene Rule (page 24). He invokes Plot Immunity 
through his Romance (Old Flings) Theme, spending 2 Twists (Impact 2). The operator of the beam 
sees him on the scanner and can’t bring himself to kill his old love. The beam blasts a hole in the 
ground next to the character.

One of our heroes seeks government office, but has little chance in this closely-packed 
political scene. He uses his Intrigue (Instant Insider) Theme and spends three Twists (Duration 
1, Scope 0, Impact 1, Information 1) to find some blackmail material on an unliked candidate. 
Suddenly there’s an open spot in the race.

A patrol sweeps past our heroine as she hides. They are about to detect her. She uses her 
Wonder (Starships) Theme and spends three Twists to invoke Plot Immunity (Duration 1, Scope 
0, Impact 2). The patrol is caught fascinated as an exploratory vessel flies by low overhead, and 
she makes her escape. She won’t have any trouble with them for the rest of the session.

You have successfully angered an entire society of medics, and they’re out to get you. 
So much for “first do no harm.” Unfortunately for them, you have the Terror (Technological 
Threats) Theme. You spend four Twists (Duration 1, Scope 2, Impact 1) and a terrible bioen-
gineered flesh-eating plague arises. For the rest of the game they’ll have better things to do 
than worry about you.

The guy you’re chasing; is he really at the top of the power structure, or should you be 
barking up a different tree? Five twists spent through Comprehension (Forced Monologuing) 
should give you all you need to know. (Duration 0, Scope 2, Impact 1, Information 2)

Plot Immunity

Level 2 Impact allows you to invoke 
“Plot Immunity.” This is your way 
of telling the GM that you’d like this 
particular hazard to be over and done 
so that you can get back to other parts 
of the game. Many times the problems 
can be taken care of in other ways, 
given a little legwork and some trading 
favors, but Plot Immunity does it right 
away.

Plot Immunity works best when your 
character is off-screen, or has an 
obvious solution to the problem. Plot 
Immunity must also work through 
one of your existing Themes and 
descriptors.

Remember to buy enough Duration 
to protect your character through the 
whole disaster. Supernovae can take a 

long time to ride out.

The Frying Pan Rule

When dealing with a complication, you 
cannot spend Twists to ameliorate its effects 
in any way at all.

Complications are explicitly allowed to end 
the duration on existing Theme usages and 
bring elements removed by Plot Immunity 

back into play.
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Gaining Twists

Twists come from five different sources:

• The first time in a gaming session that you face a particular opponent who takes advantage of a Capability or Expertise descriptor 
you do not have, you gain a Twist. You gain this once per opponent per session. Count groups of opponents (e.g. a police force) as 
a single foe. Neuroform descriptors do not apply here, only those from Capability or Expertise.

• The first time you face a particular problem that could easily be solved with a Descriptor you do not have, you gain a twist. You 
gain this only once for a particular problem, even if it shows up again in later sessions.

• The first time during a gaming session that your GM overrules the use of a zero-cost Theme, you gain a Twist.

• If your neurotype is Slaved or Savant and you suffer for it, you gain a Twist.

• Your GM may decide give you a Twist at any time, for any reason.

You may request either of the first two situations in order to gain a Twist, and the GM is obliged to accommodate you. This is referred 
to as “asking for a complication.” Note the Frying Pan Rule (page 26) when it comes to complications. 

PCs Only

All characters in SA have Neuroforms, 
Capabilities, Expertise, Reserve, and 
Core Values. Only player characters have 
Themes. Not even the most important of 
GM characters has Themes, or Twists with 
which to activate them. Themes are the 

province of player characters.
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Existentialism

Because life can get complicated for characters in SA, there are certain rules regarding what does and doesn’t count as “your character.” 
You may end up getting mindwiped, destructively scanned into a computer and printed back out, saddled with an AI that wants to 

control your brain, and worse. When does that remove your ability to play your character?

The Rule of Intent: If something happens to your character as an intentional result of your character’s actions, you control the resulting 
character. If you run a Persona Lens, walk into a replicator, have a frontal lobotomy, or even kill yourself so you can be resurrected later, 
you still play the resulting character even if one could argue that it “isn’t still you.”

The Rule of Force: In the case of drastic changes to your character that your character would have opposed, knowing the outcome, 
you or the GM may decide that you no longer control the resulting character. If you get forcibly cloned, shot and killed, mesh-hacked and 
enslaved, brainwashed, etc. into something your old character wouldn’t have agreed with, the default is that it’s time to pick up a new 
character – the old one is now an NPC. You and the GM can talk about it if you still want to play the resulting character; if either one of 
you says “no,” then it’s time to make a new one.

The Rule of Identity: All versions and instances of your character are still yours to control unless the Rule of Force comes into play. If 
you intentionally made 100 copies of yourself, you have authority over all of them. If someone made a clone of you without your knowl-
edge, things would depends on whether your character would appreciate that or not, as per the Rule of Force. 

The Rule of Reversals: If the drastic changes mentioned in the Rule of Force are substantially reversed, you may, at your option, regain 
control of your character.

The Rule of Ontological Inertia: If a character leaves play, permanently or temporarily, the player can still activate Themes from the 
character until the player receives a new character or the old one returns to play. This primarily applies to dead or unconscious characters. 
Such characters are unlikely to garner Twists, so playing a permanently dead character limits one’s options.

One item that didn’t quite make it to “rule” status is the Guideline of Equal Play. In SA there are many ways to multiply the effectiveness 
of a character. If the party splits, duplication may allow certain character to follow both groups at once, or even split into multiple parties 
all by themselves. However, due to the need to share play time with other players, a player who has split their character should expect that 
some actions will be glossed over. A 100-body one-man police force is great, but its player won’t be roleplaying each of them individually. 
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Technology

Technology and its impact on society are the largest and, to us, most important themes in Sufficiently Advanced. Each civilization is 
based not only around its core values, but on how those values interact with and are built upon the technology that civilization uses.

This quickstart focuses on the technology built into individual characters. The details on each descriptor below give an indication of a 
typical “deluxe package” enhancement. Your character’s Capability scores give you access to equipment and techniques rated at its level, 
for both offense and defense. Someone trained in cutting-edge Metatech can be assumed to know every technique listed there and be 
able to apply it. Some characters may choose to leave out certain options, such as buying “peacebonded” Stringtech with only defensive 
capabilities. This will have repercussions within the setting, but there is no effect in the game rules for such alterations.

Descriptors

Below are each of the descriptors and the typical range of actions associated with them. Remember that a character with cutting-edge 
Capabilities also receives all the benefits listed for an enhanced Capability. Most descriptors also open up certain possible goals for a 
conflict that would not normally be available. These are marked with a dagger (†). 

Self-Mastery (Enhanced Biotech): Control over heartbeat and other autonomous 
functions. Innate biosensors. Internal drug reservoirs. Regeneration of lost body 
parts. Improved strength, durability, and reflexes. Indefinite lifespan. Achieve physi-
cal feats beyond normal human capability (†). 

Living Laboratory (Cutting-edge Biotech): Generate virii and microbes inter-
nally. Regenerate sensory organs. Analyze substances for pathogens by taste. Inca-
pacitate or kill targets with an engineered disease (†).

Dynamic (Enhanced Cognitech): Unlimited perfect memory. Ability to run 
Lenses (see page 31). Downloadable professions. Infosphere access. Multiple 
simultaneous trains of thought.

Hypercognitive (Cutting-edge Cognitech): Simulate environments and condi-
tions mentally. Enhanced pattern recognition. Never hesitate. Memory recombina-
tion. Hack another character’s Mesh (†).

Activation Codes

Most characters in S.A. have significant amounts of 
this technology built into their bodies. When you 
have the ability to shoot a starship out of orbit, 
enter suspended animation, or make your anything 
you say sound more important than the voice of 
God, that’s not something you want to activate 
accidentally!

Characters with enhanced Cognitech can use mental 
triggers through their Mesh for their abilities. Those 
with enhanced Nanotech most likely have dermal 
microbots, which can track their voice and gestures, 
and can use those triggers instead. Those without 
either may have built-in switches, perhaps triggered 

by a series of blinks or hand movements.
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Memetic (Enhanced Metatech): Communicate basic concepts without 
sharing languages. Read CVs from lower-Meta characters. Improved group 
dynamics. Plant a post-hypnotic suggestion (†).

Commanding (Cutting-edge Metatech): Accurately predict the response 
of a large group to a particular event. Communicate complex concepts with-
out sharing a language. Pick out the weak link in a group. Issue irresistible 
commands (†).

Toolkit (Enhanced Nanotech): Dermal microbots (page 31), Telescopic 
and microscopic vision. Laser projectors. See all ranges of the electromag-
netic spectrum. Blind or daze an opponent (†).

Living Factory (Cutting-edge Nanotech): Create self-replicating nanotech 
within your body. Identify starships in orbit. Gravity wave sensors. Built-in 
electron microscope. DNA sequencer. Dark matter sensors. Destroy objects 
and people with nanophages (†).

War Machine (Enhanced Stringtech): Fire energy weapons. Bounce bul-
lets and deflect lasers. Disintegrate matter. Destroy a building or a tank (†).

Supersymmetric (Cutting-edge Stringtech): Generate small amounts 
of antimatter. Fly. Transmute matter. Fire through objects without harming 
anything but your target. Generate a wormhole, given enough power. Kill 
someone at any planetary range (†).

Unstoppable (from the “Satori” level of Expertise): Varies greatly given 
the particular profession chosen. This descriptor exists primarily to feed 
Twists to less-able characters. 

Fun things to do with a Mesh

• Filter out any advertising you see.
• Keep a database describing the local morals and 

customs, and set it to warn you if you’re about to 
break one.

• Never forget a name or a face.
• Impose directional lines over the road you’re driving 

on, to get you safely and quickly to your destination.
• Relive past victories.
• Relive past orgasms.
• Access a review/rating system for any book, movie, 

etc. you see.
• Give yourself synaesthesia.
• Get used to synaesthesia enough to operate in the 

dark solely through hearing.
• Listen to a single person in a crowd by filtering out 

everyone else’s voiceprints.
• Spend a day as one of your friends, and have him or 

her go through your day.
• Edit all the annoying people out of your life. While 

you’re at it, why not make yourself think you’re 
suave and cool.

• Set up a shared mental space for you and your friends 
to communicate in.

• Simulate any environment you like, for historical 
recreation or for entertainment. Liveaction 
roleplaying will never be the same.

• Record and map an environment with microbots, and 
then “shrink” yourself into it to inspect it yourself.

• Superimpose faint constellation lines on the night 
sky, or “tags” that show your friends’ homes on 
distant planets.
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Important Technology

There are a few pieces of technology important enough to list and describe separately from the Capability descriptors. These are world-
changing devices and techniques, and whole civilizations are shaped by their response to such technology.

Dermal Microbots

The swiss army knife of nanotech, dermal microbots are tiny robots that crawl around on one’s skin. A base station provides coordina-
tion and power. When some of them are destroyed or reach the end of their useful lives, the base station fabricates more in order to main-
tain their numbers. The robots can sense their user’s position and voice, allow interface with computers, project images onto flat surfaces, 
communicate with other people’s microbots, and even perform minor sterilization and hair maintenance. They can spread wide to act as 
a telescope lens or parabolic microphone, or cluster to inspect tiny objects. As a side effect, dermal nanobots can use their tiny lasers to 
clear away dead skin and smooth out wrinkles, making people look younger.

Lenses

A Lens is a program that runs on a mesh (see below). The name comes from the idea of seeing the world in a different way, like looking 
through the lens of a magnifying glass. Lenses are useful for a thousand different purposes. Everything that one does with a Mesh beyond 
simple memory storage and cognitive acceleration requires a Lens of some kind.

One particularly common type is the Competence Lenses. These are a boon to many people, allowing them to benefit from what others 
have learned in an immediate and direct manner. These lenses effectively give you the accumulated knowledge and experience (and, to 
a lesser extent, the viewpoint) of a professional in a particular field. They include fast access to hierarchically structured databases and 
compact mental schema that are used by experts in that field, as well as the feeling that all of this is a natural and normal thing for the lens 
user – there is no period of disorientation, no learning curve. Competence lenses grant a Profession at level 2, with no Reserve. Most can 
be downloaded for free by anyone wearing a mesh.

Neural Meshes

Neural Meshes allow human beings to communicate mentally with computers, controlling them and sending messages through them. 
Since the infosphere connects nearly all computers, this also allows interpersonal communication and near-instant access to any public 
information, such as a cultural guidebook to prevent faux pas. Meshes enable the use of Lenses (see above), and of the human/computer 
fusions that allow high-level Cognitech to work so well. They require about a year of adaptation to get used to. A Neural Mesh with an 
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exterior control unit is referred to as a “slave mesh,” since it allows others to control the individual with the mesh. The Cognitive Union 
installs these in every citizen. Meshes are perhaps the most influential technology ever created. 

It is possible to have a “partial mesh” installed. For instance, it could give only access to your visual cortex, thus allowing it to project 
images into your brain but not give (or receive) commands. One commonly-used partial mesh is a “spy mesh,” which allows you to install 
a secondary personality and switch between it and your real personality at will. For all purposes this persona is a completely different in-
dividual, with its own Metatech and Cognitech scores (rated up to your own). Partial meshes, including spy meshes, are almost completely 
undetectable. Only brain surgery will uncover them.

Psychohistory

Psychohistory is the art and science of predicting the course of humanity’s future. Whereas memetics is concerned with individuals and 
resonant ideas, psychohistory is concerned with whole populations. Psychohistorical predictions on groups of less than a million people 
are somewhat unreliable. On groups as large as an entire civilization, however, they are very accurate. All advanced civilizations use 
psychohistory to predict the actions of their foes and better prepare themselves for their actions.

Replicators

Common devices in almost every civilization, replicators “scan in” matter of any type on the atomic level, destroying it in the process. 
They can then “print out” any number of copies, assuming they have sufficient raw materials and money. Most replicators are small, with 
the controls built to require two hands to use (thus preventing ordinary people from accidentally “scanning” their hands off). Public replica-
tors are typically “write only,” incapable of scanning. Industrial replicators can create multi-ton objects in a single sweep. Replicators have 
sufficient resolution and fidelity to create living beings, from virii and microbes up to humans and other mammals.

Wormholes

Wormholes connect the civilizations of the universe. They allow for almost instantaneous communication, and can transport people 
and supplies to where they’re needed, making them the favorite tool of the Transcendentals. Wormhole generators draw a massive amount 
of power when transporting people or human-sized objects. There are no range limitations. Most major population centers are surrounded 
by wormhole interdiction fields, making direct transport into the city impossible to help prevent terrorism. “Calling ahead” through the 
infosphere (which itself uses wormhole links from world to world) is highly recommended.
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Inspiration
Singularity Sky by Charles Stross. A great example of what happens 
when a pre-singularity culture attacks a post-singularity one. Entangled 
data transmission, black-hole driven starships, and plenty of nanotech 
behind the scenes. Also, one can make a good compare & contrast 
exercise between the Eschaton and the Transcendentals. Its sequel, 
Iron Sunrise, works almost as well.

The Golden Age by John C. Wright, and its sequels (The Phoenix 
Exultant and The Golden Transcendence). You want humanity in a 
thousand variations? Technology so extreme it creates entire new 
societies just by its very existence? Giant piles of drama? Right here.

The movie GATTACA could fit nicely into the timeline of SA, roughly 
10-20 years before the nanotech wars (and thus thousands of years 
before the game’s default start date).

The Collapsium by Wil McCarthy, and its sequels (The Wellstone, 
Lost in Transmission, and To Squeeze the Moon). This is the primary 
source for the Replicants, programmable matter, and the technology 
that makes most Stringtech possible. In fact, everyone in this series is 
basically a Replicant. 

Dune by Frank Hebert is a great example of humanity enhanced 
without the aid of computers. If you’re wondering what high Metatech 
and Cognitech can do, take a look in here.

Hyperion by Dan Simmons, and its sequels (Fall of Hyperion, Endymion, 
and Rise of Endymion). The AIs here and the Transcendentals make for 
another good compare/contrast exercise. The web of worlds was too 
good an idea not to borrow, and the Ousters are completely awe-
inspiring. Highly recommended.

Bloom by Wil McCarthy and The Diamond Age by Neil Stephenson 
are both excellent examples of what one might do with nanotech. 

If you’ve read Diamond Age, the nanotech in SA is much closer 
to Seeds than to the Feed. Diamond Age’s franchised nations are 

also a very catchy idea.

Engines of Creation by K. Eric Drexler is a mustread for anyone 
involving nanotechnology in their works, though Drexler himself has 
said that some of its predictions (especially grey goo) are a bit extreme. 

Foundation and its myriad sequels, by Asimov and others, and 
Psychohistorical Crisis by Donald Kingsbury. These are the only 
books I’ve seen that tackle the idea of highly advanced social science. 
Crisis’ “fam” technology is a good analogue to the netural meshes in 
this game.

It has been pointed out that many episodes of the original Star 
Trek series make for surprisingly good Sufficiently Advanced plots, 
especially those dealing with first contact, skirting the Prime Directive, 
or technology gone bad.

Vernor Vinge’s A Fire Upon the Deep influenced not only the group-
mind society, but the Aia as well. Good primary source for these two 
odd groups, and an excellent book as well. It and its companion, 
A Deepness In The Sky, are excellent references for comprehensible 
non-human activity as well.

Greg Egan’s Diaspora is an example of what this game’s Stored might 
some day become, and where the cultures of Sufficiently Advanced 
might one day go. The humans still living on Earth are also a great 
example of how a Heterolinguist civilization might hold together, 
though they weren’t the original inspiration for that society.

If the Union were a group-mind and ran Mars, it would look like the 
webcomic A Miracle of Science, at 
http://www.project-apollo.net/mos/


